Family Storytime @ TC Apr. 20, 2013 - Earth Day!
Everyone was very enthusiastic and excited for this storytime session. Some of the children shared
their Earth Day experiences with us and a child said that Mon., Apr. 22 is her mother's birthday. A lot
of the children volunteered to answer questions and were very eager to read and sing together. A
few new songs were learnt through repeating the lyrics and songs together. The importance of
reading, talking, singing, playing, and writing will help your children to learn better during their
development. Asking simple questions during storytime and reviewing the characters, as well as
what happened after reading can be done, followed by singing nursery rhymes and children's songs.
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The spring equinox :

Living sunlight :

by Ellen Jackson ; illustrated by Jan Davey Ellis.

by Molly Bang & Penny Chisholm ; illustrated by Molly
Bang. --

All the colors of the Earth /

Earth, sky, wet, dry :

Sheila Hamanaka. --

written and illustrated by Durga Bernhard.

Touch the earth /

Earth Day birthday /

by Jane Baskwill ; illustrations by Peter Fiore.

by Pattie Schnetzler ; illustrated by Chad Wallace.

I love our earth /

Earth Day fun /

Bill Martin, Jr., and Michael Sampson ; photographs by
Dan Lipow.

by Jennifer Frantz. --
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Every day is Earth Day /

Earth Day girl /

by Jane O'Connor ; cover illustration by Robin Preiss
Glasser ; interior illustrations by Aleksey Ivanov and Olga
Ivanov. --

adapted by Thom Wiley. --

